Flexible gridding techniques have received great attention in the petroleum literàture lately. Voronoi and other nonCartesian grids using con trol volume formulations have been investigated and have become common in reservoir engineering studies. Several grid geometries have been presented including orthogonal and non-orthogonal ones.
Nevertheless most of the different types of grids or combinations of them do not consider the wen trajectory or anisotropies when modeling horizontal wens in geologically complex petroleum reservoirs. This paper describes a new method for modeling anisotropic reservoirs including the application to horizon tal wens.
For a sub domain of the overall grid, a so-called "window", a three dimensional irregular mesh formed by an array of tetrahedrons is constructed around the horizontal wen, using the k-orthogonal (or "general PEBI") approach. It takes not only the geometry of the well into consideration but also the anisotropic behavior of the permeability across the reservoir.
The control volume finite difference (CVFD) formulation is employed to discretize the fluid flow equations. The model is tested and validated by comparing the simulation results with analytical solutions, which are available for horizontal wells producing under different flow periods.
INTRODUCTION
A method of constructing finite difference approximations for the quasi-linear Poisson's equation using non-uniform triangular mesh was first reported by Winslow [18] . This method was applied to solve magnetostatic problems and used the Median approach for the construction of the blocks. Amado and Pedrosa [1] introduced this type of gridding to reservoir simulation.
Many concepts have been developed recently conceming flexible gridding. The use of several grid systems independently or combination of some of them, as the locally refined systems, is receiving more and more attention. The locally refined systems use generally a Cartesian grid as an overall grid and another one as a sub domain in areas of particular interest, which is more complex and only defined locally.
Not only different types of grids but also different methods of discretization have been analyzed.
CVFE Discretization Method
The control volume finite element method (CVFE) is one of them. It allows us to integrate the fluid flowequations over irregular grid geometries, motivating the development of simulators which use or at least present non-Cartesiari grids as an option for the user.
The con trol volume fmite element method can be derived using the method of weighted residuals (MWR). The weighting function w i can be chosen in many ways. Each choice corresponds to a different criterion of MWR.
(i) If the weighting function is chosen to be the same as the trial functions, the Petrov-Galerkin finite element method is obtained.
(ii) If the weighting function is chosen to be one over the con trol volume and zero everywhere else, the CVFE is obtained.
Applying the CVFE for a typical porous media fluid flow wbicb is the starting point for discretizing the conservation equation in the integral finite difference approacb (IFD). In this work, the integral on the right side of equation (1) is calculated and evaluated as sbown in the appendix at the end of this paper.
Previous Work
Heinemann and Brand [8] introduced the perpendicular biseetion (PEBI) grid to simulate the flow of fluids in petroleum reservoirs, using the integral method of formulation for a block with any number of neigbbors.
Forsyth [6] used the PEBI grid as an intermediate grid to improve the conneetion between coarse and fine Cartesian grids.
Palagi and Aziz [12] investigated the PEBI grid and the combination with other grids for field scale simulation and for the modeling of vertical and borizontal wells.
Pedrosa and Aziz [14] sbowed that the bybrid-Cartesian and bybrid-bexagonal grids are less sensitive to the grid orientation effects than the pure bexagonal or the 9-point scbeme.
Patankar & Baliga [11] made a lot of investigations using the control volume finite element method (CVFE). Tbey employed interpolation functions as trial functions to solve mecbanical problems in beat transfer and in fluid flow over a domain composed basically by PEBI or Median blocks.
In the followingfig. 1 the 2D grid construction following the Median and the PEBI approacb are sbown: Fung et al. [5] used also PEBI and Median grids with the con trol volume finite element method but applying the area coordinates for a linear triangular element as trial functions, as it is commonly used in finite elements formulations.Tbey assumed an isotropie permeability field and positive transmissibility condition sbould be observed for some elements geometries and permeability combinations.
As pointed out by Heinemann et al. [7] the PEBI grid in anisotropic reservoirs cannot keep its sbape and orthogonality because the unit vector, wbicb is perpendicular to the block faces, is affected by the permeability.
If the permeability is treated as a tensor, the orientation between tbe gradient pressure vector (in the grid line direction) and the block faces is cbanged, loosing the orthogonality.
A full 3D k-orthogonal grid is constructed in sucb a way that this orthogonality is still kept. Heinemann et al. [7] introduced this concept and applied it to beterogeneous and anisotropic reservoirs with borizontal wells. Neither interpolation functions.. wbicb can be very complex in 3D domains, nor area coordinates with triangular elements are used.
Also, it seems to be reasonable to evaluate terms in the centroids of the blocks, especially when treating beterogeneities and anisotropies because different properties can be used in different parts of the same grid block.
Some authors [15] , [16] bave addressed the concept of treating permeability as a tensor and considered it to be one of the most appropriate ways to bandie anisotropic cases. Depending on the type of the considered problem, this can lead to significant differences in the results.
In this work a full permeability tensor is incorporated into the transmissibility terms during the discretization process.
THE K-ORTHOGONAL GRID
In two dimensions, a network of triangles is formed andthe block boundaries are constructed not by taking the perpendicular bisectors of eacb side of the triangles, but segments connecting the middle point of each side with a specified point within the triangle.
Tbis point is determined in order to provide orthogonality when multiplied by the permeability tensor. Tbe initial set of tetrabedrons is fonned in sucb a way tbat all tbe 4 corner points are tbe closest ones in tbat space reg ion and no otber point falIs in tbe region witbin tbe tetrabedron, defining a Delaunay Tesselation [17] .
Once tbe grid points were located and tbe grid blocks fonned, a set of material balance equations is written for eacb block, considering tbe flow through the blocks boundaries.
Tbe discretization process is perfonned tbrougb tbe IFD (integral finite difference) metbod witb some modifications for tbe transmissibility tenns in order to include tbe fulI penneability tensor and tbe approximation for tbe scalar product, expressed by tbe unit normal vector (at tbe block boundaries) times tbe penneability tensor times tbe pressure gradient. Tbis is perfonned at tbe centroid of tbe tetrabedrons and expanded as a function of tbe variables at tbe grids points.
Tbe accumulation term is discretized as it is usually done in tbe integral metbod of discretization.
For sake of simplicity tbe matbematical model is presented in tbe appendix of tbis paper, wbere details are sbown.
Tbe discretization form of tbe fluid flowequations and , tbe transmissibility coefficients are sbown below:
GRID GENERATION
Tbe grid generation procedure is linked to tbe window boundary. Once tbe boundary and tbe image points (external to tbe window boundary) are defined, tbey are taken as input for tbe grid generation.
Tbe boundary points of tbe window sbould be kept exactly in tbe same position as in tbe underlying Cartesian grid. Tbe transmissibilities between tbe boundary points and its image points must also remain constant. Tbese restrictions guarantee a correct transition between tbe basic Cartesian and tbe window blocks.
Tbe procedure generates points by using tbe Delaunay tesselation. At first tbe boundary points are introduced, afterwards tbe welIs and additional points around tbem are introduced into tbe algoritbm. At last additional points between tbe inner (weIl) and extemal boundaries are introduced into tbe algoritbm to complete tbe mesb.
Points wbicb lie too close to eacb otber or to tbe window boundaries are deleted. A initial check is performed in order to avoid degeneracies.
WINDOWING TECHNIOUE (2)
Tbe window tecbnique was first introduced by Heinemann et al. [4] , [9] , who applied tbis tecbnique witb cylindrical and PEBI grids.
A window is defined as a sub-domain of tbe basic underlying Cartesian grid. It is limited by vertical planes and by tbe top and bottom surfaces. The vertical planes are defined by tbe boundary points, wbicb are specified by tbe user, and by tbe corresponding image points lying immediately outside tbe window.
Tbe basic blocks lying under tbe windowarea transfer information to tbe window blocks and vice versa according to tbe overlapped volumes (common volume) between botb grids. In tbis way it is possible to replace tbe basic grid by tbe window grid (and vice versa) for any time period and at any time point during tbe simulation run.
Tbe transmissibilities at tbe window boundaries fonn tbe conneetion between tbe window grid and tbe external conventional Cartesian grid, allowing us to perform tbe coupling between botb grids.
Parametrization (3)
Tbe assignment of pbysical properties is done taking tbe parameters directly from tbe underlying Cartesian grid and using a 3D interpolation procedure.
Tbe pbysical properties are specified at points corresponding to tbe grid points of tbe underlying basic Cartesian grid. A Delaunay tesselation in 3D is again generated over tbese points, tben tbe window grid points and tbe tetrabedrons's centroids are introduced into tbe mesh and fmally an interpolation routine is applied.
The physical properties considered are perrneability and porosity. The perrneability is given as a tensor by the main perrneability components, plus the unit veetors of the main perrneability axes with respect to the x,y,z axes of the basic block model. The porosity is also given for the basic blocks and interpolated for the window grid points.
Thickness and depth of the layers are not taken into consideration within the window because the windows blocks are irregular ones.
WELLMODEL
WeIl models for irregular blocks were developed by many authors for horizontal wells, using either Van Poolen's type or Peaceman's type.
The weIl model considered here is based on an analytical model in a similar way as described by Palagi and Aziz [13] .
It is also possible to develop another model taking into consideration the wellbore effects and pressure drop in the weIlbore. Then it is necessary to consider the wellbore as a grid block of the size of rw .
Horizontal Weil
The horizontal weIl analytical model was derived following the logic proposed by Palagi and Aziz. It takes into consideration the actual transmissibility coefficients and the anisotropic behavior of the perrneability around the weIl.
If we consider a logarithrnic pressure drop near the weIl, the pressure drop can be expressed by:
and considering the flow configuration around the weU: Q~T. d ..
Q=--·~~ln-'L ehi,i+1 j=1 kijã
nd then the final expression for the apparent weIl block radius can be obtained as:
The weIl index WI and the wellbore flowing pressure Pwf are:
In the previous expressions, k is equal to Ik
while kil are the perrneabilities calculated along the grid lines.
(8) (9) dij are the distances between the grid points i and its neighbor j while h ii + 1 represent the distances between the grid point i and its neighbor i+ 1 in the weIlbore.
Tuis the transrnissibility to the neighboring blockj and ra is the apparent weIl block radius.
As the weIl is situated inside the windowarea, the angle e is taken equal 2% .
Slanted Wells
For inclined or slanted weUs we use the same analytical model. The weIl traiectory is again represented by a set of points and the blocks are constructed in the same way around the weIl trajectory as described for the horizontal weU.
Wellbore Discretization
(4)
The grid generation algorithm was built to pl ace six points around the weIl in a certain distance, which can be specified by the user. These points are located in planes norrnal to the weIl trajectory.
With this method we can place points also in a circle at a distance rw from the wellbore. Then it is possible to construct the weU blocks with the same size or very close to the size of the wellbore.
Many points can be placed at the weIl trajectory; usually they are placed regularly in equal distances.
(6) VALIDATION
The results obtained with the 3D modeling grid and using the analytical model for the weil are compared with those given by analytical solutions. A problem test, which is well known and is described by Babu and Odeh [2] , [3] was chosen as reference run to validate the grid and the method proposed. The input data and a description of the problem are given in the appendix at the end of the paper.
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The three dimensional grid was set up as a sub domain in the middle of the reservoir with a horizontal weIl in the centre of the reservoir. An in-house simulator was used to perform the runs, with the 3D k-orthogonal grid implemented as a sub domain ("3D window").
The Cartesian grid was composed by 20 x 10 x 3 blocks, the 3D window grid was composed by 6 x 6 x 12 blocks.
The results of the simulation run were compared with those obtained with the analytical solution according to Babu and Odeh [2] , [3] and Kuchuk et al. [10] . The figures 4 and 5 show the results for a whole range of time, from minutes to days, giving a broad overview of all the flow regimes occurring in that time.
For the early time period a logarithmic plot is used (jig.4) ; for the late time period a linear time scale is used (tig.5). As it could be observed, the 3D modeling seems to be very accurate for the simulation of the horizontal wells. It can be used for early and late time flow regimes, giving reasonable results for both.
ANISOTROPY CONSIDERATIONS
The anisotropy is investigated considering the permeability as a tensor evaluated at the centroids of the grid blocks. The input data are the permeabilities in the directions of the main permeabitilies axes and the correspondents unit veetors of those directions, given at the grid points of the underlying basic blocks.
Using these informations the permeabilities components k. , k. are calculated by the following formulas and are 11 1J inserted in the transmissibility coefficients. kxx = k l cos" er cos' ei + k 2 sin" er + k; cos' er sin" ei 
APPLICATIONS
In the following some applications conceming simulation . of horizontal weIl using the 3D grid will be shown.
The 3D grid is constructed around the horizontal weIl as a window composed by a rectangular boundary as it is shown schematically by the shadowed region in fig. 6 , where different anisotropic regions with different orientations for the main permeabilities axes are also illustrated: In order to investigate tbe bebavior of anisotropic reservoirs two additional runs are also presented witb different anisotropic ratios and orientations for tbe main permeabilities axes.
Early radial and Early linear
Tbe early data time suggests tbat tbe flow can be early radial or early linear, depending on tbe geometry of tbe problem, reservoir properties, welllengtb, and so on.
For tbe early radial period a drawdown test was run in a horizontaI weil. The weil produced at a flow rate of 800 bbl I day and from a drainage volume 200 ft thick, 4000 ft long and 2000 ft wide. The weil leng tb was 1000 ft. Tbe window is constructed over an area corresponding to 6 x 13 x 3 basic blocks. Tbere are 16 weil blocks regularly spaeed along tbe well trajectory,
The pressure drop at tbe weil PwFf(t) is given below, for the 30 window and for tbe respective analytical solution.
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Fig. 8: Early Linear flow period
It is possible to observe tbat tbe agreement witb tbe analytical solution is very good (the differences are less tban 1 psi) during tbe wbole early linear transient period.
After tbat tbe early linear regime is finished. Considering tbis tbe curves above show different slopes because this represents a transition from tbe transient flow to anotber one yet undefmed at tbis time.
Isotropie and Anisotropie cases
Tbe previous examples can be considered as isotropie ones because tbe perrneability tensor was taken as a constant and diagonal matrix, Oespite different values are used for tbe permeabilities in tbe x, y and z directions, tbe tensor is always aligned witb tbe main perrneability axes. Except when~j is different la zero, a pressure gradient along a coordinate direction will cause flow in an ortbogonal direction.
In tbe following tbe example for the early radial period is simulated again but now using different angles for tbe main permeabilities axes. Tbe results are always tbe same regardless tbe direction of tbe main permeabilities axes, as it would be expected for an isotropie reservoir: The second example presents different permeabilities in the areal plane and also in the vertical one. It is also possible to consider the effects of the reservoir boundaries because the simulation is run longer than before.
At first, the simulations are performed rotating the tensor only in the areal plane, by 45°and 90°. Second, the areal orientation is kept constant and different inclinational angle are taken into consideration (30°and 45°). 
Fig. 10: Anisotropic reservoir
As it can be seen, the orientation of the permeability tensor is very important, especially when the anisotropy ratio is high. In this case small changes cause big differences. In this example for a factor of two between Ic,.and~,no significant changes can be detected. For a factor of 10, however, (between Ic,.and k z ) the differences are considerably greater.
CONCLUSIONS
This work describes a new gridding system to model geologically complex petroleum reservoirs considering horizontal weIls in field scale simulation models. It honors not only the geometry of the well but also the anisotropic behavior of the permeabilities along the reservoir.
For a chosen part of the grid called "window", a locally full three dimensional irregular mesh formed by tetrahedrons is constructed. The grid blocks are obtained by the k-orthogonal method and linked to the conventional external grid.
The "window" is defmed as a sub-domain of the underlying . basic Cartesian grid. It is limited by vertical planes and by the top and bottom surfaces. The vertical planesare defined by boundary points, specified previously, and the corresponding image points outside of the window which works as a linking between the two different grids.
Transient effects were intensively investigated under several circumstances and the results showed that the 3D modeling is capable of reproducing and matching this flow regime. This fact opens the possibility for important. future applications of this kind of grid, as for example its use in well testing analysis.
Anisotropies are addressed considering the parameter permeability as a full tensor. Examples showing different orientations for this parameter were presented in order to make comparisons between isotropie and anisotropic cases. To sbow the efficiency of the constructed 3D window one example described by Babu and Odeb was chosen.
NOMENCLATURE
It consists of an borizontal well 1000 ft long drilled in a box-sbaped drainage volume 4000 ft long, 2000 ft wide and 100 ft thick. Tbe welllies between Yl= 750 ft and Y2 = 1750 ft. Tbe location in the x and z direction is defined by Xo = 3000ft and Zu = 50 ft . Tbe well is centrally located with respect to the z direction. The well radius is 0.25 ft and the well produces at a flow rate of 2000 bbl/day witb an initial pressure of 4800 psi (reservoir initial pressure).
Tbe reservoir is an anisotropic one with the permeabilities in the x, y and z directions equal to 200 md, 200 md and 50 md, respectively.
The fluid properties are the following: viscosity 1-1 = 1cp, total compressibility Cr = 1.5E-05 and volume formation factor.B, = 1.25 .
Discretization on General 3D Grid
Weneed an approximation for the flow rates across the interfaces of the polygonal blocks constructed by the k -orthogonal method and considering tbe permeabilty as a full tensor.
.Considering one phase flow of an incompressible fluid, the flow rate across any specified block interface can be expressed as : The term iiA can be substituted by the vectorial product of the vector h times the vector m, as it was defined in tbe figure 3 in the beginning of the paper.
(A-3) h is the segment which connects the centroid of the tetraedron and the centroid of tbe faces. m .... is tbe segment which connects the centroid of tbe faces and tbe middle point of the side X .... is the vectorial product of the two vectors.
As displayed in fig. 3 
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The derivatives of the potential in the direetions S will be caleulated as :
<1>. -<1>. = V<I>k . S. Tij is ealled bloek pair transmissibility for the bloek pair i,j. It is the same if ealeulated from both direetions:
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